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Welcome to our Annual General Meeting in what is our 30th year. As always I will try (and fail!) to be brief the details about the year’s activities and the outcomes that have been achieved will be detailed in
Wendy’s report.
Let me begin by thanking you for coming today and sharing with us the completion of another successful
year in which much has been achieved. Although the challenge to attract substantial new funding remains,
we have seen a broadening of our funding base and the introduction of exciting new projects. In
particular,
 The Tobacco and Mental Illness, Smoking Reduction Program, which operated for12 months until
recently (when funds from MIFA (DOHA) and our State government ran out) This program offered
people with mental ill-health and their carers an opportunity to engage in an evidence-based
program which attracted high numbers of participants and was extremely effective; and
 a research project which will engage carers across the State with the intention of identifying their
needs and issues. Funding has been received from Medicare Local and will begin in the very near
future, in collaboration with COTA and Carers Tasmania;
These two projects highlight a couple of Wendy’s major strengths and key strategic intentions of MHCTas.
The first is the commitment to prevention and enhancing health and well-being as a positive and practical
way to support families affected by mental ill-health; the second is the determination to build and
maintain productive, collaborative relationships with other organisations, at the local and the national
level.
Enabling the voice of families and carers to be heard continues to be central to what we do. This focus is
demonstrated by the following activities:
 the Carer Representation and Participation Program, an element of our agreement with the
Department, through which carers volunteer to contribute a family perspective to government
policy development and decision-making through membership of committees, forums and other
similar processes; and
 employment of a carer to undertake a literature search of effective Peer Support programs, both
national and international, to inform a Business Case aimed at raising funds to employ, train and
adequately support carers to work in Peer Support roles. The literature search and the Business
Case are completed; the next step is to acquire funds to put the program in place.
One of this year’s outstanding achievements was gaining accreditation through the Quality Improvement
Council, a rigorous process requiring us to meet a range of standards to demonstrate good governance and
high level operational quality. As a result of an extraordinary effort on the part of Wendy, staff and Board
members, Mental Health Carers Tasmania was able to meet all the standards.
This positions the organization very well for the challenges and changes that lie ahead. Current
developments in the federal and state political mental health landscape emphasise and encourage close
alignment between community organisations and with private and public health and mental health
services. We must be prepared to adapt, to innovate and to recognize opportunities for collaboration and
improvement. I believe that, with Wendy at the tiller and with a strong Board of Governance, our future is
bright.

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the Board for their support, hard work, integrity and
commitment. Some are leaving, a couple have one year of their tenure to complete and three of us are renominating. I would like to acknowledge those who are not continuing on the Board - Anne Sheehan,
Katrina Wickham and Simon Froude – all of whom have given their time and energy willingly over the past
year and wish them well in their future endeavours. To Debbie Schofield-Gavin and Rabia Markham who
joined the Board last year and are continuing in the role – thank you for your hard work and for staying the
distance, and coming back for more. Gary Kelly and Elida Meadows – both stalwart Board members and
strong supporters of MHCTas – are nominating for another 2 years, as am I. This has been a very dedicated
and focused Board, and I have appreciated the many robust discussions and carefully considered decisions
that have been made during the past 12 months.
Finally, thanks must go to:
 Our members whose numbers continue to increase;
 The staff – Wendy, Maureen, Di and Lalita -who go above and beyond the call of duty on so many
occasions;
 Mental Health Services staff, for their willingness to listen to our concerns and to respond to
queries and requests;
 The two national bodies of which we are members - Mental Illness Fellowship Australia and Mental
Health Carers Arafmi Australia –for their collegiality and tangible support, including additional
funds and resources; and
 The many individuals, businesses and organizations who have been unable to refuse Wendy’s
requests for special deals, donations and pro bono support.
On behalf of the Board and the organization, I extend my sincere thanks to you all. We look forward to
your ongoing interest, encouragement and investment in Mental Health Carers Tasmania as we continue
to pursue our mission for an improved quality of life for those many Tasmanians affected by mental ill
health.

Kate Shipway
President
30 September 2014

Chief Executive Officer report 2014
It is with pleasure that I present this year’s report. The past twelve months has seen a widening of
activities, partnerships and successful innovative initiatives. MHCTas has also increased carer activities and
determining relevant issues for carers across Tasmania. Some examples include the conversations with
carers forums with State-wide Mental Health Services, the PIR carers forums, NDIS carer forums, the
Isolation Project in partnership with the Mental Health Council of Tasmania, the carer representation and
participation service along with increases in our service delivery. I will not attempt to include them all but
will refer to some as I make other broader reflections.
As CEO I believe it is important to increase MHCTasmania’s profile, spheres of influence, advocacy, service
delivery and reform, as we continue to listen and enable the voices and issues of carers, families, friends,
relatives and colleagues to be raised as well as to meet their needs as they support someone living with
mental health challenges and illness.
Last year we started to focus more strategically on health and wellbeing and over the past 12 months this
has been an even stronger focus. This has resulted in some productive partnerships and engagement with
business, organisation and people outside the “traditional mental health space”. These have been on the
whole successful achievements. A particular example of this was the International Pay it Forward Day
breakfast and workshops. We received sponsorship and in-kind support from RACT, Metro, POCO people,
Hobart City Council, the Defence Force, The Croon and Hobart Function Centre. The day was a great
success with 100 at the breakfast, and over 80% were not from the community sector.
Other partnerships are listed inside the front cover of this report.
There have been many state and national reform initiatives, for example: Partners in Recovery, National
Disability Insurance Scheme, Northside and RHH redevelopment, implementation of the Mental Health
Act, State Carer Policy and Action Plan, and the seclusion and restraint reference group. MHCTas has
actively participated in these opportunities and I believe positively increased the voice, input and issues as
they affect carers .
MHCTas is a member of the 3 peak bodies, TasCOSS, MHCT and ATDC and this year we have increased our
activity through regional member meetings, CEO networking, sector development opportunities, forums
and conferences. This has strengthened MHCTasmanias’ reach and influence and assisted our goal to
interface broadly across the Community sector. There has been a growth in requests for our input into
strategic new directions particularly with ATDC.

MHCTas has contributed to the development of capacity across the sector through the collaborative pilot
project “Planning for Diversity.” There are approximately 14 organisations and individuals who are
participating in the project. The lead partners are MHCTas and the Tas Transcultural Mental Health
Network. This is an exciting project and due for completion by November. MHCTas has offered to
document the process and agreed to share our Diversity Plan on completion to the organisations on the
reference group to support them to develop their own plan.
MHCTas membership with the 2 National organisations Mental Illness Fellowship Australia (MIFA) and
Mental Health Carers Arafmi Australia (MHCAA) has enabled us to raise Tasmanian issues at a National

level as well as participate in National initiatives and activities. An example is Schizophrenia Awareness
week during which MHCTas participated in the National campaign focussing on young carers.
I was successful in securing National support from Independent MP Andrew Wilkie who participated in the
campaign through taking responsibility for a National mail out to all state and federal sitting members and
raising the week’s profile.
Another highlight has been our relationship with Font PR. Together we developed a communication plan
and implemented the goals within the plan. This has increased our media relations significantly which
includes receiving requests to comment on issues or provide background input for stories. There has also
been an increase in requests for speaking opportunities eg, Rotary clubs, School for seniors.
The accreditation against the quality Improvement Council (QIC) Health and Community Service Standards
has been a significant body of work and achievement. This accreditation is a great confirmation of all the
hard work MHCTas has completed over the last couple of years to establish best governance and
operational practices and distinguishes MHCTas as an organisation committed to continuous quality
improvement to deliver services, education and advocacy for systemic improvement that are high quality
and professional.
Much of the above would not have been achieved without the contribution of the staff and volunteers.
This past year the staff we farewelled were Mel, who worked on the Tobacco Reduction project, Karen,
who delivered the Carers’ Wellness program, and BJ and Claire the social work students.
Lalita continued with the Tobacco project until the end of June and we hope to obtain funding to continue
this significant and successful project. Di continues to do valuable work including support groups across
Launceston and Maureen provides invaluable administration and financial support.
At this point I would also like to take the opportunity to note my appreciation for the ongoing support
provided by the Tasmanian Department of Health and Human Services and the other partner organisations
and individuals as listed in the front of this report.
Further, I would like to note my appreciation to the Board President Kate. My regular meetings, questions,
advice and guidance have made my role so much more manageable and achievable. The Board have also
offered leadership and direction through some, at times, complex and sensitive issues.
For me it is a privilege to work in the Mental Health Sector and particularly for Mental Health Carers Tas.
Wendy Groot
CEO

Tobacco and Mental Illness project July 2013-July 2014
While smoking rates in the general community have reduced to one of the lowest in the world (AIHW,
2011), approximately 40% of the remaining smokers are now people with mental ill health.
42% of all cigarettes are smoked by people with mental illness.
Access Economics 2008
Of those surveyed for ‘People Living With Psychotic Illness’ (November 2011) 66.1% were smoking 21
cigarettes a day or more. This figure had hardly changed since the last survey in 1997.
From the existing work and literature, we have seen that the current approaches such as population wide
media campaigns and tax increases, has had very little effect on minority groups including those that
identify with mental ill health but we have seen that people with mental health issues through groups such as
these can and want to quit. (Maxie Ashton reference). Peer support, targeted support groups and NRT
support are all factors that are proven to assist this demographic to address their tobacco use.
The project was originally funded through Mental Illness Fellowship Australia (MIFA). They received funds
through DOHA (now DOH).
The project operates in other states and is centralised in the Mental Illness Fellowship South Australia.
With an increase in funding MIFA was able to begin operations in Tasmania (southern) in July 2013.
MHCTas employed a 20hr per week project officer.
The change in the Federal Government had slowed down the negotiations and consequently ceased the
funding. MHCTas was able to obtain funding from DHHS to continue the project from the
1 January to 30- June 2014. During September 2013 meetings were held with all Tasmanian parties and
there was consistent support from all those discussions. Commitments were made to support the project but
these would not be realised until the outcome of the state election.
MHCTas CEO has continued to try and secure a funding agreement for three years to continue this very
successful project.
The program has not been able to operate as no funds were secured post June 2014.
As shown in the evidence the project has achieved significant results.
.
Project Aim:
The primary aim of the Project is to work together with mental health, drug and alcohol and tobacco control
services to significantly improve the health and well-being of people with mental illness, and reduce the
harm caused by tobacco use across the community by working in three key areas:
Staff Information Sessions To provide information about the program and its content and encourage staff to
make contact (referral) to the project. For mental health workers, drug and alcohol workers, general
practitioners, psychiatrists and other health workers in
Hospital inpatient units.
Rehabilitation centres.
Activity or drop-in centres
Health centres.
Supported accommodation facilities.
42 information sessions were completed during the 12 months
“Talking about Tobacco” Awareness-raising sessions. These sessions provide an opportunity to encourage
smokers to think about their tobacco use, to receive information and to consider what they would like to do
about it.
Exploring the likes and dislikes of tobacco smoking
Getting information and support
Addressing tobacco and mental illness
Sharing personal experiences

32 awareness raising sessions were completed during the 12 months
The Tobacco FREE course is tailored for people living with mental ill health, their family, friends, carers
and work colleagues.
Participants think about tackling tobacco use and make their own decision about it;
Build on their personal strengths and skills to address their tobacco use; and
Achieve their goals for better health and quality of life.
Approximately 58 people have participated in the course
Background of Participants
Disorders
Other Addictions
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
Gambling
Schizophrenia
Marijuana
Schizo-affective Disorder
Amphetamines
Bi-Polar
Alcohol
ADHD
Methadone
Depression/Anxiety
Caffeine
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
Sugar
Personality Disorder
Quotes from participants
Health benefits
 Feeling happy to be able to breathe better!
 I have more confidence now and my self-esteem has improved
 The cravings are now gone and I can feel my appetite coming back
 I can smell and taste better already
 I understand more about my smoking behaviour now
 My mental health has improved and I was able to reduce my medication
 The skills I have learnt will help me cope better with stress and not go back to smoking
Social and emotional benefits
 Feeling excellent as a non-smoker & I have a lot more energy!
 My clothes smell better
 I don't pick up butts any more
 My dentist cleaned my teeth and it feels great
 I didn’t really want to quit before the course but now I am interested in trying
 This time I want to stay quit for good
Financial changes
 I have enough money go on a camping trip
 I have managed to save $300.00 and I am going to get a dog
 In 2 years I can save $10.000 to buy a car
 I have been smoke free for 191 days now, have not smoked 3834 cigarettes and saved
$ 3163.00
“Support and encouragement by others in the group helped stay focused”

Quality Improvement and Community Services Accreditation

In February 2014 Mental Health Carers Tasmania (MHCTas) undertook the QIC Accreditation process.
MHCTas were assessed against the QIC Health and Community Services Standards.
MHCTas completed this through Quality Innovation Performance (QIP) who is the exclusive licenced
provider of QIC accreditation in Australia.
MHCTas has met the rigorous QIC requirements and been awarded accreditation for three years. This is a
strong affirmation of MHCTas mission, vision and values and of the commitment of the Board and the staff.
This QIC accreditation distinguishes MHCTas as an organisation that is committed to continuous quality
improvement.
By participating in the QIC Accreditation we have joined 450 organisations in Australia and New Zealand
that have chosen the QIC program to support their quality improvement.
The following are quotes from the final Accreditation Review report:
The organisation has, over the last few years, managed a transition from its previous identity and structure
as ARAFMI to Mental Health Carers Tasmania. This transition has involved significant changes to the
governance, management, service delivery and culture of the organisation. The organisation has managed
this transition without compromising its commitment to engagement of, and advocacy for, mental health
carers and consumers.
The enthusiasm and expertise that drive the current redevelopment have ensured that the organisation is
well prepared for the challenges facing small organisations.
The review team would like to thank Board members, staff, carers and stakeholders for their enthusiastic
participation in the review process.
The accreditation process provides opportunities and suggestions for further quality improvements.
Mental Health Carers Tasmania will take these recommendations into account as we develop a quality
work plan for implementation to provide the best services we can to support carers, relatives and friends
of people with mental ill health.

Thank you to those who assisted us through this process and participated in the review.

Mental Health Carers Tas
1 St John's Ave
New Town TAS 7008

Profit & Loss [Last Year Analysis]
July 2013 through June 2014
2/10/2014
1:37:35 PM
This Year

Last Year

Income
Grants
Donations Received
Sponsorship
Membership
Other Fees & Charges
Interest Received - Bank
Interest Received - Investment
Recoupments
Total Income

252,658.37
3,187.58
1,700.00
268.00
4,037.87
328.91
1,262.49
4,172.03
267,615.25

194,807.39
1,125.00
3,850.00
330.00
250.00
678.19
2,093.64
2,535.25
205,669.47

Expenses
Accounting consultant
Advertising & Promotion
Audit Fees
Bank Charges
Board/Governance Expenses
Computer Expenses
Conferences and seminars
Consultancy Fees
General Office Expenses
Insurance
Library resources
Meal allowance
Meeting & Event Costs
Motor vehicle Expenses
Postage, Freight
Printing and Stationery
Publications -Newsletters, Lib
Rent, Management Fees
Repairs & Maintenance Property
Salaries & Wages
Sitting Fees & Reimbursements
Staff Amenities
Subscriptions and memberships
Sundry Expenses
Telephone & Internet
Training & Development Staff
Travel and Accommodation
Electricity
Utilities - Water
Volunteer Costs
Total Expenses

600.00
11,658.28
440.00
89.25
6,219.06
7,494.75
695.45
443.18
2,684.71
4,230.00
27.26
0.00
13,803.15
12,349.96
184.15
2,479.19
86.36
7,473.04
38.00
174,389.34
7,717.74
0.00
3,530.91
0.00
3,677.63
7,816.54
3,490.14
1,914.77
294.76
25.10
273,852.72

320.00
9,065.93
425.00
92.49
3,460.08
5,702.79
536.37
330.00
2,354.09
4,755.57
0.00
400.01
2,809.17
12,868.59
142.87
5,400.25
75.60
9,265.93
35.00
148,165.73
916.00
104.55
2,504.28
790.08
4,036.54
398.19
5,398.72
0.00
0.00
210.00
220,563.83

-6,237.47

-14,894.36

Net Profit/(Loss)

Mental Health Carers Tas
1 St John's Ave
New Town TAS 7008

Balance Sheet [Last Year Analysis]
June 2014
2/10/2014
1:38:52 PM
This Year

Last Year

239.91
457.38
14,304.31
8,620.91
60.00

225.29
501.67
5,856.09
803.82
60.00

9,805.54
11,152.17
2,312.70
46,952.92

54,618.45
10,742.74
250.00
73,058.06

9,687.92
-9,687.92
0.00
46,952.92

9,687.92
-9,687.92
0.00
73,058.06

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Trade Creditors
GST Collected/Payable
Less: GST Receivable
Provision for Annual Leave
PAYG Withholdings Payable
Superannuation Payable
DHHS Grants Received in Advanc
Other Grants/Donations in Adva
Total Liabilities

5,135.19
5,402.91
-1,507.57
9,122.00
2,344.00
0.00
285.48
9,800.04
30,582.05

2,572.06
5,493.94
-1,555.72
10,422.20
2,910.00
1,365.66
0.00
29,241.58
50,449.72

Net Assets

16,370.87

22,608.34

Equity
Retained Earnings
Current Year Surplus/(Deficit)
Total Equity

22,608.34
-6,237.47
16,370.87

37,502.70
-14,894.36
22,608.34

Assets
Current Assets
Cash at Bank
Westpac General Cheque Account
Westpac Debit Visa
Westpac Cash Reserve Account
Working Cheque Account
Petty Cash
Short Term Investments
Westpac Cash Reserve Bonus
Bendigo Bank Investment Acc
Trade Debtors
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Plant & Equipment
Less: Accumulated Depn P&E
Total Non-Current Assets
Total Assets

Mental Health Carers Tasmania

STATEMENT BY MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The committee has determined that the Association is not a reporting entity and that
this special purpose financial report should be prepared in accordance with the
accounting policies.

In the opinion of the committee the financial report comprising the Balance Sheet
and Profit and Loss Report:

1. Presents a true and fair view of the financial position of Mental Health Carers
Tasmania as at 30 June 2014 and its performance for the year ended on that
date.
2. At the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the
Association will be able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.

This statement is made in accordance with a resolution of the committee and is
signed for and on behalf of the committee by:

President

Vice President

Dated: 30 September 2014

